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We consider generalizations of the Tutte polynomial on multigraphs obtained by
keeping the main recurrence relation T(G)=T(Ge)+T(G&e) for e # E(G) neither
a bridge nor a loop and dropping the relations for bridges and loops. Our first aim
is to find the universal invariant satisfying these conditions, from which all others
may be obtained. Surprisingly, this turns out to be the universal V-function Z of
Tutte (1947, Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 43, 2640) defined to obey the same rela-
tion for bridges as well. We also obtain a corresponding result for graphs with
colours on the edges and describe the universal coloured V-function, which is more
complicated than Z.
Extending results of Tutte (1974, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 16, 168174) and
Brylawski (1981, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 30, 233246), we give a simple proof that
there are non-isomorphic graphs of arbitrarily high connectivity with the same
Tutte polynomial and the same value of Z. We conjecture that almost all graphs
are determined by their chromatic or Tutte polynomials and provide mild evidence
to support this.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the Tutte polynomial and its generalizations can
hardly be overestimated, whether in graph theory or in related fields such
as knot theory or statistical physics. As the Tutte polynomial and the
related functions we shall consider depend only on the isomorphism class
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of a graph, we shall commit a common abuse of notation and not dis-
tinguish a graph from its isomorphism class. To define the Tutte polyno-
mial, and throughout this paper, we shall thus consider the set G of
(isomorphism classes of) finite undirected graphs, with loops and multiple
edges allowed. Usually, we shall call an element of G a graph, but some-
times we shall write multigraph for emphasis.
The Tutte polynomial, or dichromate of [17], is an (isomorphism
invariant) function T: G  Z[X, Y] which arises in many different ways.
We shall say that an edge e of G is ordinary if e is neither a bridge nor a
loop. The Tutte polynomial T(G; X, Y) can then be defined by the
recurrence relations
XT(Ge; X, Y) if e is a bridge,
T(G; X, Y)={YT(G&e; X, Y) if e is a loop, (1)T(G&e; X, Y)+T(Ge; X, Y) if e is ordinary,
together with the condition
T(En)=1,
where En is the graph with n vertices and no edges. Note that there is some
work required to show that these conditions do have a solutionone
approach is to take an alternative definition of T, e.g., via spanning trees,
and show that it satisfies (1).
Since the Tutte polynomial is so important, much work has been done
on various generalizations. Let us write k(G) for the number of com-
ponents of G, r(G) for the rank of G, i.e., for |G|&k(G), and n(G) for the
nullity of G. Then a slight extension of a result of Oxley and Welsh [13]
shows that there is a unique map U: G  Z[X, Y, :, _, {] such that
U(En)=U(En ; X, Y, :, _, {)=:n
for every n1, and for every e # E(G) we have
XU(Ge) if e is a bridge,




This answers the question of how far the recurrence relations (1) can be
extended by introducing new coefficients. This result may seem somewhat
negative, since the function obtained is no more general than the Tutte
polynomial. However, the result is still important for two reasons. The first
is that it shows that a different approach is needed to obtain a more
general invariant. The second is that it illustrates the generality and impor-
tance of the Tutte polynomial, showing that any graph invariant satisfying
three relations of the form (2) may be read out of the Tutte polynomial.
Some particular examples are the chromatic polynomial, the flow polyno-
mial, the number of spanning trees or forests, and the number of connected
subgraphs. Many more are given by Welsh [19].
Another type of generalization involves graphs with additional structure,
for example colours on the edges. Special cases include the weighted graphs
considered by Fortuin and Kasteleyn [4] and Traldi [15], and signed
graphs. The latter are particularly important since signed plane graphs are
equivalent to link diagrams. Extensions to signed graphs started from the
very simple description of the Jones polynomial given by Kauffman [6], in
terms of a three variable ‘‘bracket’’ polynomial closely related to the Tutte
polynomial; for related results see Thistlethwaite [14] and Kauffman [7].
In all these cases a polynomial is produced which satisfies certain
recurrence relations of a form corresponding to (2), with certain coefficients
depending on the colours, but the question of what coefficients are possible
is not addressed. This question is answered in [1] where necessary and suf-
ficient conditions on the coefficients are given. The main result in [1] con-
trasts with that of Oxley and Welsh [13] since the coefficients have to
satisfy certain relations and the invariant obtained is more general than the
Tutte polynomial or the special cases mentioned above.
Another interesting generalization of the Tutte polynomial has recently
been given by Noble and Welsh [11]. They consider contraction-deletion
relations for graphs with weights on the vertices, producing a universal
invariant satisfying such relations. From this they obtain a general
invariant of unweighted graphs, but this does not satisfy contraction-dele-
tion relations on unweighted graphs and so is very different from the
invariants considered here.
We can consider the Tutte polynomial as being defined by the single relation
T(G; X, Y)=T(G&e; X, Y)+T(Ge; X, Y), (3)
for every ordinary edge e of a graph G, together with the boundary condition
T(G; X, Y)=XbY l, (4)
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for any graph G consisting of b bridges, l loops, and no ordinary edges. It
is very natural to ask what happens when (4) is dropped, i.e., to ask for the
most general boundary condition on graphs consisting only of bridges and
loops which gives rise to a graph invariant satisfying (3). This is similar to
Tutte’s approach in [16]. There he considered functions 8: G  A satisfy-
ing (3) for bridges and ordinary edges, where A is any abelian group, call-
ing such functions V-functions. We shall show that, rather surprisingly, one
question reduces to the other. More precisely, we shall show that any
invariant of connected graphs satisfying (3) for ordinary edges extends to
a V-function, i.e., that the relation for ordinary edges effectively implies the
relation for bridges.
A V-function is determined by its values on the rather simple class of
graphs whose only edges are loops; Tutte showed that any function from this
class to an abelian group extends to a V-function and thus described a uni-
versal V-function Z. Note that while the Tutte polynomial T(G; X, Y) is not
itself a V-function, (X&1)k(G) T(G; X, Y) is. Thus T can be recovered from Z.
As with the result of [13] mentioned above our result may be seen
negatively, since no new generalization results. On the other hand it shows
that it is not possible to generalize the Tutte polynomial further in this way
and strengthens Tutte’s result from [16].
We next turn to graphs with colours on the edges. Again it will turn out
that the corresponding contraction-deletion relation for ordinary edges
essentially implies the same relation for bridges, although the proof is more
complicated and requires some mild additional assumptions. This leaves us
with the question of which functions on coloured graphs whose only edges
are loops extend to all coloured graphs via the contraction-deletion relation,
i.e., of what boundary conditions are possible for coloured V-functions.
Unlike in the uncoloured case, not all conditions turn out to be possible; we
describe those that are, thus describing the universal coloured V-function.
The final topic we consider is how fine the Tutte polynomial and Z are
as invariants. It seems that the Tutte polynomial is fine enough to dis-
tinguish many highly connected graphs. However, Tutte [18] showed in
1974 that there are non-isomorphic 5-connected graphs having the same
Tutte polynomial, and Brylawski [2] extended this to graphs of arbitrarily
high connectivity. In the second part of the paper we shall give a simpler
proof of this result which, unlike Brylawski’s proof, applies to Z and hence
to any invariant satisfying (3).
2. CONTRACTION-DELETION INVARIANTS
In this section we strengthen one of Tutte’s results from [16] by showing
that it makes no difference whether the relation (3) is imposed only for
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ordinary edges, rather than for ordinary edges and bridges. If we demand
(3) only for ordinary edges then all graphs appearing in the relation have
the same number of components, so it is natural to restrict our attention
to connected graphs. We shall consider disconnected graphs in Section 3.
Here then is our question: what is the most general isomorphism
invariant function 8 defined on all connected graphs obeying the reduction
formula
8(G)=8(Ge)+8(G&e), (5)
whenever e # E(G) is an ordinary edge?
We could also aks the same question for matroids, but this has already
been answered. Indeed, if we attempt to find the most general invariant of
matroids (or of graphical matroids) satisfying 8(M)=8(Me)+8(M&e)
whenever e is neither a loop nor a bridge, then we get precisely the Tutte
polynomial. This is because all matroids with l loops, b bridges, and no
ordinary edges are isomorphic, so taking the boundary condition (4)
obeyed by the Tutte polynomial loses no generality.
Before starting, we introduce some terminology and notation. We
shall write G*/G for the set of all (isomorphism classes of) connected
(multi-) graphs. The fundamental operation we shall consider is that of
resolving a graph G at an ordinary edge e, i.e., replacing G by the graphs
Ge and G&e. We shall write G+xy for the graph formed from G by adding
the edge xy and G[x1 , x2 , ..., xr] for the graph formed from G by identifying
the vertices x1 , x2 , ..., xr . Thus, for example, G[x, y] is the graph
(G+xy)xy. We now have all the notation we shall need to state and prove
our first result.
Theorem 1. Let A be an abelian group and 8: G*  A a function
satisfying (5). Then 8 can be extended to G so that (5) holds for ordinary
edges and for bridges.
Proof. Let Gk be the set of all (isomorphism classes of) graphs with at
most k components. We shall inductively define functions 8k : Gk  A,
k=1, 2, ..., such that 81=8, 8k+1 extends 8k , and
8k (G)=8k (Ge)+8k (G&e) (6)
whenever e # E(G) is not a loop, and G, Ge, G&e # Gk . Note that 8 has
the required properties for 81 , as G&e connected implies that e is not a
bridge in G. Thus the induction starts.
Suppose that k2 and that we have defined 8k&1 as above. For
G # Gk&1 set 8k (G)=8k&1 (G). For G with k components, pick vertices
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x and y in different components of G, and set 8k (G)=8k&1 (G+xy)&
8k&1 (G[x, y]). It suffices to show that 8k is well defined and satisfies (6).
To show that 8k is well defined, it is sufficient to vary the vertices x and
y one at a time, i.e., to show that
8k&1 (G+xy)&8k&1 (G[x, y])=8k&1 (G+xz)&8k&1 (G[x, z]) (7)
whenever y{z and neither y nor z is in the component of G containing x.
Let e=xy and f =xz, and consider H=G+e+ f. As e and f are not
parallel, e is not a loop in Hf nor f in He. Thus, as all graphs involved
have at most k&1 components,
8k&1 (H)=8k&1 (He)+8k&1 (H&e)
=8k&1 (Hef )+8k&1 (He& f )+8k&1 (H&e)
=8k&1 (G[x, y, z])+8k&1 (G[x, y])+8k&1 (G+xz).
Similarly, applying (6) first to f and then to e,
8k&1 (H)=8k&1 (G[x, y, z])+8k&1 (G[x, z])+8k&1 (G+xy).
Equating these two expressions for 8k&1 (H) gives precisely (7), showing
that 8k is well defined.
Now if G is any graph and e an edge of G such that G, Ge, and G&e
all have at most k&1 components, then (6) holds since 8k extends 8k&1 .
If G, Ge # Gk&1 but G&e has k components, then (6) follows from the
definition of 8k on G&e. If all of G, Ge, G&e have k components, then
the edge e is an ordinary edge of some component of G. Using the same
pair x and y of vertices in the definition of 8k on all three graphs, the rela-
tion (6) follows from the same relation for 8k&1 applied to the graphs
G+xy and G[x, y]. Thus (6) holds in all cases, completing the proof. K
Up to this point we have considered maps from a set (G or G*) into an
abelian group A. From an algebraic point of view, it is more natural to
consider homomorphisms from one abelian group to another. For any set
F, let (F) be the free abelian group generated by F. Then any map 8 from
F to an abelian group A extends to a unique homomorphism from (F) to
A; we shall use the same name for the map and the homomorphism. Using
this correspondence, we have the following corollary of Theorem 1 in terms
of Tutte’s universal V-function Z: (G)  A0 . Note that the abelian group
A0 is called R in [16], as it is also considered as a ring. Here we shall con-
sider A0 only as a group.
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Corollary 2. Let A be an abelian group and 8: (G*)  A a
homomorphism satisfying (5). Then there is a homomorphism %: A0  A such
that 8 is the restriction to (G*) of % b Z.
Proof. By Theorem 1 the restriction of 8 to G* extends to a function
from G to A satisfying (5). Extend this to (G) by linearity. The result then
follows from the proof of Theorem 5 in [16]. K
In the next section we consider other possible generalizations of V-func-
tions.
3. EXTENSIONS
Having found the most general graph invariant satisfying relation (5) on
connected graphs, we now consider possible extensions in three directions
allowing disconnected graphs, taking coefficients other than 1, and con-
sidering graphs with colours on the edges.
We start with disconnected graphs. There are two natural approaches.
The first is to impose the condition
8(G _ H)=8(G) 8(H) (8)
for all pairs of vertex-disjoint graphs G and H. It is easy to see that in this
case we obtain nothing new. Suppose that R is a ring and 8: G  R
satisfies (5) and (8). Then the restriction 81 of 8 to G* satisfies (5), and
for all G
8(G)=> 81 (Gi), (9)
where the product is over the components Gi of G. Conversely, if 81 :
G*  R satisfies (5), the function 8 defined by (9) satisfies (5) and (8).
The second approach is to consider functions 8 on G imposing only (5).
Let Gk be the set of (isomorphism classes of) graphs with exactly k com-
ponents. Then a function 8: G  A satisfies (5) if and only if (5) is satisfied
by the restriction of 8 to each Gk , so we can consider each k separately.
For simplicity we consider k=2; the argument for all k2 is similar. We
write _ for the cartesian product of two sets (which may be groups), and
 for the tensor product of two abelian groups, so for sets A and B we
have (A) (B)=(A_B).
Let I1 be the subgroup of (G*) generated by all elements of the form
(G)&(Ge)&(G&e) where G # G*, e is an ordinary edge of G, and we
write (G) for the element of (G*) corresponding to G. Let I2 be the sub-
group of (G*) (G*) $(G*_G*) generated by I1(G*) _ (G*)
I1 . Considering a graph with two components as a (for the moment
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ordered) pair of connected graphs, functions on G2 satisfying (5) correspond
to symmetric homomorphisms (G*) (G*)  A vanishing on I2 . Now
homomorphisms 8: (G*) (G*)  A vanishing on I2 correspond to
bilinear maps 9: ((G*)I1)_((G*)I1)A. From Corollary 2, (G*)I1$A0 ,
with the isomorphism given by (the quotient map corresponding to the
restriction of) Z. Thus we have the following result for disconnected
graphs.
Corollary 3. Let A be an abelian group and 8: G2  A any map.
Then 8 satisfies (5) if and only if there is a symmetric bilinear map
9: A0_A0  A such that 8(G _ H)=9(Z(G), Z(H)) for all vertex disjoint
connected graphs G and H.
We now turn to a rather different generalization of V-functions on con-
nected graphs. Just as Oxley and Welsh [13] did for the Tutte polynomial,
we could modify the relation (5) allowing arbitrary coefficients, asking the
question: what is the most general function 8 defined on all connected
graphs, satisfying
8(G)=_8(Ge)+{8(G&e) (10)
for all graphs G and ordinary edges e of G?
Now if _ and { are invertible, we obtain nothing new. In this case, 8
satisfies (10) if and only if _&r(G){&n(G)8(G) satisfies (5). On the other
hand, if { is zero, we may take any function 8 on graphs with no ordinary
edges. Extending 8 to general graphs by using 8(G)=_8(Ge) for
ordinary edges e to contract each block to a vertex with loops, we obtain
a solution to (10), and all solutions are obtained in this rather uninterest-
ing way. In the next section we turn to coloured graphs, for which the
situation is rather more complicated.
4. COLOURED GRAPHS
In [1], various definitions of the Tutte polynomial T were used to find
generalizations to coloured graphs. In the previous section, a rather dif-
ferent approach was used to generalize T on uncoloured graphs, obtaining
Tutte’s original function Z. It is natural to ask what happens if these
approaches are combined. Thus we look for the most general isomorphism
invariant function 8 on connected graphs with colours on the edges satisfy-
ing the relation
8(G)=x*8(Ge)+ y*8(G&e), (11)
whenever e # E(G) is an ordinary edge of colour *.
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We shall prove that any such invariant can be extended to an invariant
of all coloured graphs satisfying (11) for ordinary edges and bridges.
Following Tutte, we shall call such invariants coloured V-functions. The
proof will follow similar lines to that of Theorem 1, but will be harder and
will require a few assumptions of invertibility.
To be precise, we fix an arbitrary set 4, the set of colours. By a coloured
graph we shall mean a (multi-) graph G # G together with a map
c: E(G)  4. The colour of an edge e is c(e). To avoid cluttering, we shall
re-use the notation G, G*, and Gk to mean the set of all (isomorphism
classes of) coloured graphs, those which are connected, and those with at
most k components. There should be no confusion with the uncoloured
case as all graphs in this section are coloured. To make sense of (11), our
invariants take values in a ring R, where the coefficients x* , y* : * # 4 are
fixed elements of R.
We say that the colours * and + are proportional if y*x+= y+x* . Note
that if all pairs of colours are proportional, then a simple normalization
puts us back into the uncoloured case of (10). Therefore, we shall assume
that there are non-proportional colours & and &$. In particular, y& x&$ and
y&$x& are not both equal to 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that y& x&$ {0. As we shall find it convenient to invert and to cancel
y&x&$& y&$x& , y& , and x&$ , we also assume that our invariant takes values
in a field. For future reference our assumptions are thus that
R is a field, y&x&$ { y&$x& , and x&$ , y& {0. (12)
Note that for the rest of the section * and + will denote arbitrary colours from
4, while & and &$ will be reserved for a fixed pair of colours for which (12) holds.
We write G+* xy for the graph obtained from G by adding an edge of
colour * between the vertices x and y, so G+* xx is obtained from G by
adding a loop of colour *.
Lemma 4. Suppose that (12) holds and that ,: G*  R satisfies (11) for
all ordinary edges. Then , satisfies the following conditions. First,
x* y+,(L[x, y1])+ y* ,(L++ xy2)
=x+ y*,(L[x, y2])+ y+,(L+* xy1) (13)
whenever L is a coloured graph with exactly two components, |V(L)|3, and
x, y1 , y2 are vertices of L with neither y1 nor y2 in the component of L
containing x. Second,
x*,(H++ xx)+ y* x+,(H)=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+x* ,(H) (14)
whenever H is a connected coloured graph, H{K1 , and x is a vertex of H.
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Proof. Suppose that L satisfies the conditions following (13) above, and
suppose also that y1 { y2 . Let L$=L+* xy1++ xy2 , for * and + arbitrary
colours. Since y1 { y2 , xy2 is not a loop in L$xy1 and xy1 is not a loop
in L$xy2 . Also, xy1 and xy2 are not bridges in L$. Hence (11) implies that
,(L$)=x*,(L$xy1)+ y*,(L$&xy1)
=x*x+ ,(L$xy1 xy2)+x* y+ ,(L$xy1&xy2)+ y*,(L$&xy1)
=x*x+ ,(L[x, y1 , y2])+x* y+,(L[x, y1])+ y*,(L++ xy2).
Similarly, applying (11) first to the edge xy2 , we see that
,(L$)=x*x+,(L[x, y1 , y2])+x+ y*,(L[x, y2])+ y+,(L+* xy1).
Equating the two expressions for ,(L$), we obtain (13) under the extra
assumption that y1 { y2 .
Suppose now that L is a coloured graph with exactly two components,
|V(L)|3, and that x and y are vertices in different components of L.
Since |V(L)|3, there is vertex z of L distinct from x and y. Without loss
of generality, we may assume that z is in the same component of L as y.
Then the conditions for (13) hold for the vertices x, y, z of L. Considering
arbitrary colours *, + and the fixed colour & from (12), we have from the
first part of this proof that
x* y&,(L[x, y])+ y*,(L+& xz)=x& y*,(L[x, z])+ y&,(L+* xy), (15)
and
x+ y&,(L[x, y])+ y+ ,(L+& xz)=x& y+,(L[x, z])+ y&,(L++ xy). (16)
Multiplying (15) by y+ and (16) by y* , taking the difference, and dividing
by the non-zero field element y& , we see that
x* y+,(L[x, y])&x+ y* ,(L[x, y])= y+,(L+* xy)& y* ,(L++ xy).
This proves (13) for the case y1= y2 .
Now suppose that H is a connected coloured graph, H{K1 , and
x # V(H). Suppose also that |V(H)|2. Let L be the graph obtained from
H by adding a new vertex y. Then by (13),
x* y+,(L[x, y])+ y* ,(L++ xy)=x+ y* ,(L[x, y])+ y+,(L+* xy).
But
y+,(L+* xy)+x+,(H+* xx)=,(L+* xy++ xy)
=y*,(L++ xy)+x* ,(H++ xx).
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Adding these, and cancelling identical terms, we get (14) for graphs with at
least two vertices.
Suppose instead that |V(H)|=1. Then since H{K1 , there must be a
loop at the vertex x. Let L be the graph with two vertices v, w, with no
loops, such that L[v, w]=H. Then
,(L+* vw++ vw)=x*,(H++ xx)+ y*x+,(H)+ y* y+ ,(L)
=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+x* ,(H)+ y+ y* ,(L),
which proves (14). K
Note that (14) need not hold when H=K1 . In particular, since y&$x&&
y&x&$ is invertible, Eq. (14) for K1 would give a value for ,(K1) in terms of
,(K1+& xx) and ,(K1+&$ xx). However, K1 cannot be the result of deleting
or contracting an ordinary edge of a connected graph, and therefore the
value of ,(K1) can be altered and , will still satisfy (11). The same applies
to (13) when L=K2 . As we shall want to apply (13) everywhere, we need
the following lemma concerning one loop graphs. We write L* for the
graph consisting of a single vertex together with a single loop of colour *.
Lemma 5. Suppose that (12) holds and that ,: G*  R satisfies (11) for
all ordinary edges. Then there exist elements a and b of R such that
,(L*)=ax*+by* for all colours * # 4.
Furthermore, if ,(K1)=b, then , satisfies (14) when H=K1 and satisfies
(13) without the restriction |V(L)|3.
Proof. Recall that & and &$ are non-proportional colours in the field R.
Therefore y&$x&& y&x&$ is non-zero and has an inverse. It follows that there
are unique constants a and b such that ,(L*)=ax*+by* holds for *=&, &$.
Let L*, + be the graph consisting of one vertex and two loops of colours
* and +. Then applying (14) to the graph L&$ gives
x* ,(L&, &$)+ y*x&,(L&$)=x&,(L*, &$)+ y&x*,(L&$).
Similarly, applying (14) to L* and L& gives
x& ,(L&$, *)+ y&x&$,(L*)=x&$,(L&, *)+ y&$ x&,(L*)
and
x&$,(L*, &)+ y&$x*,(L&)=x*,(L&$, &)+ y*x&$,(L&).
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Adding these three equations and cancelling, we obtain
( y& x&$& y&$x&) ,(L*)=( y*x&$& y&$x*) ,(L&)+( y&x*& y*x&) ,(L&$)
=a( y&x*x&$& y&$x* x&)+b( y* x&$y&& y*x& y&$)
=( y&x&$& y&$x&)(ax*+by*).
Therefore since y&x&$& y&$x& is invertible, ,(L*)=ax*+by* , proving the
first part of the corollary.
For the second part, relation (14) for H=K1 follows immediately by
substituting in the values of ,(L*) and ,(K1). Thus it remains to prove (13)
when L is a disconnected graph with two vertices x and y, with y1= y2= y.
For such an L let H=L[x, y]. Expanding the value of ,(L+* xy++ xy)
by applying (11) in two different ways, we obtain
x* ,(H++ xx)+ y* ,(L++ xy)=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+,(L+* xy).
Now (14) applies to H, so
x*,(H++ xx)+ y* x+,(H)=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+x* ,(H).
Subtracting the two equations above gives exactly Eq. (13) for L, complet-
ing the proof. K
Using the above results, we can now show that all connected coloured
graph invariants satisfying the contraction-deletion relation (11) for
ordinary edges extend to coloured V-functions, i.e., to invariants of all
coloured graphs satisfying this relation also for bridges.
Theorem 6. Suppose that (12) holds and that ,: G*  R satisfies (11)
for ordinary edges. Then there exists a coloured V-function 8 that agrees
with , on all connected graphs except possibly for K1 .
Proof. We proceed along very similar lines to the proof of Lemma 1.
Since neither the condition nor the claim depends on the value of ,(K1),
we shall suppose that ,(K1)=b, where b is as defined in Lemma 5.
Let Gk be the set of all (isomorphism classes of) coloured graphs with
at most k components. We shall inductively define functions 8k : Gk  R,
k=1, 2, ..., such that 81=,, 8k+1 extends 8k , and
8k (G)=x*8k (Ge)+ y* 8k (G&e) (17)
whenever e # E(G) is not a loop, and G, Ge, G&e # Gk .
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We claim that for each fixed k relation (17) has the following conse-
quence:
x* y+8k (L[x, y1])+ y* 8k (L++ xy2)
=x+ y*8k (L[x, y2])+ y+8k (L+* xy1) (18)
holds whenever L is a coloured graph with exactly k+1 components, and
x, y1 , y2 are vertices of L with neither y1 nor y2 in the component of L
containing x. As argued in Lemma 4, (18) is a direct consequence of (17)
provided |V(L)|3. The only case this does not cover is when k=1. In
this case, 8k=,, and (18) is exactly (13) without the restriction |V(L)|2;
this holds by Lemma 5.
Note that , has the required properties for 81 , so the induction starts.
Suppose that k2 and that we have defined 8k&1 as above. For
G # Gk&1 set 8k (G)=8k&1 (G). For G with k components pick vertices x
and y in different components of G and set 8k (G)=y&1& (8k&1 (G+& xy)&
x& 8k&1 (G[x, y])), where & is the colour for which (12) holds, so y& {0.
It suffices to show that 8k is well defined and satisfies (17).
To show that 8k is well defined, it is sufficient to vary the vertices x and
y one at a time, i.e., to show that
8k&1 (G+& xy)&x&8k&1 (G[x, y])
=8k&1 (G+& xz)&x&8k&1 (G[x, z]) (19)
whenever y{z and neither y nor z is in the component of G containing x.
As G has exactly k components Eq. (18) for 8k&1 applies, and
x& y&8k&1 (G[x, z])+ y&8k&1 (G+& xy)
=x& y&8k&1 (G[x, y])+ y&8k&1 (G+& xz).
Dividing through by y& gives precisely (19), showing that 8k is well defined.
Now if G is any graph and e an edge of G such that G, Ge, and G&e
all have at most k&1 components, then (17) holds since 8k extends 8k&1 .
If all of G, Ge, G&e have k components, then the edge e is an ordinary
edge of some component of G. Using the same pair x and y of vertices in
the definition of 8k on all three graphs, the relation (17) follows from the
same relation for 8k&1 applied to the graphs G+& xy and G[x, y].
Finally, suppose that G, Ge # Gk&1 but G&e has k components, and
that e=xy with c(e)=*. Set L=G&e and L$=Ge=L[x, y]. Then we
may use (18) to give us
x& y*8k&1 (L$)+ y&8k&1 (G)=x* y&8k&1 (L$)+ y*8k&1 (L+& xy)
=(x* y&+ y* x&) 8k&1 (L$)+ y* y&8k (G&e),
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where the second equality follows from the definition of 8k on L=G&e.
Cancelling terms and the factor of y& gives (17), which thus holds in all
cases, completing the proof. K
The above result shows that, under certain mild assumptions, the ques-
tion of finding the most general invariant of connected coloured graphs
satisfying (11) for ordinary edges reduces to the question of finding the
most general invariant of all coloured graphs satisfying (11) for ordinary
edges and bridges. Note that such an invariant is defined by the values it
takes on loop graphs, i.e., graphs containing only loops but no bridges or
ordinary edges. In the uncoloured case, Tutte [16] showed that all bound-
ary conditions on loop graphs are possible. This turns out not to be the
case for coloured graphs. We shall write Gl for the set of all (isomorphism
classes of) coloured loop graphs. Note that in the lemma below we do not
need the assumption (12).
Lemma 7. Let ,: Gl  R be any map. Then , can be extended to a map
8: G  R satisfying (11) for ordinary edges and bridges if and only if
x*,(H++ xx)+ y*x+,(H)=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+x* ,(H) (20)
holds whenever H # Gl and x # V(H).
Proof. Suppose first that , has such an extension 8, and let H # Gl,
x # V(H). Let H$ be the graph obtained from H by adding a vertex y, and
let L=H$+* xy++ xy. Then
8(L)=x*8(H++ xx)+ y* 8(H$++ xy)
=x*8(H++ xx)+ y* x+8(H)+ y* y+8(H$)
=x*,(H++ xx)+ y* x+,(H)+ y* y+8(H$).
Similarly,
8(L)=x+,(H+* xx)+ y+x* ,(H)+ y+ y*8(H$).
Equating these gives (20).
We now turn to the real content of the lemma, namely that if , satisfies
(20) then , has an extension 8 as described. Together with the boundary
condition 8=, on loop graphs, (11) can be used as a recipe for calculating
8(G)apply the relation to any non-loop edge of G and then to any non-
loop edge of any graph appearing on the right hand side, and so on. We
shall show that the extension 8 obtained is well defined, i.e., is independent
of the choices made at each stage. We use induction on the number m(G)
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of non-loop edges of G. To be precise, we take as induction hypothesis the
statement Hm that 8 as given above is well defined on all G # G with
m(G)m and that 8 satisfies (20) for all H # G with m(H)m. Note that
H0 holds by assumption, so the induction starts.
Suppose that m>0 and that Hm&1 holds. Let G be any graph with
m(G)=m. For an ordinary edge or bridge e of G, define 8(e) (G)=
x* 8(Ge)+ y* 8(G&e) where * is the colour of e. To show that 8(G) is
well defined, it suffices to show that for any two non-loops e, f we have
8(e) (G)=8( f ) (G). Let *=c(e) and +=c( f ).
If e and f are not parallel, then
8(e) (G)=x*x+8(Gef )+x* y+ 8(Ge& f )
+ y*x+8(G&e f )+ y* y+8(G&e& f )
and
8( f ) (G)=x+x*8(Gfe)+x+ y* 8(Gf&e)
+ y+ x*8(G& fe)+ y+ y* 8(G& f&e).
Equating these term by term, we see that 8(e) (G)=8( f ) (G).
If e and f are parallel, then
8(e) (G)=x*8(Ge)+ y*x+8(G&ef )+ y* y+8(G&e& f )
and
8( f ) (G)=x+8(Gf )+ y+ x*8(G& fe)+ y* y+8(G&e& f ).
Now (20) applied to the graph G& fe=G&e f (which has m(G& fe)
<m) gives us 8(e) (G)=8( f ) (G). Therefore 8 is well defined for all G with
m(G)=m.
Let H be any graph with m(H)=m, and let e be any non-loop edge of
H. Then by the induction hypothesis, 8 satisfies (20) for He and H&e.
However, 8 satisfies (11) by construction whenever 8 is well defined.
Applying this relation to the same edge e of H, H+* xx, and H++ xx
shows that relation (20) for H follows from the same relation for He and
H&e. This completes the proof of Hm and thus, by induction, of the
lemma. K
The above result says that to describe the most general coloured V-func-
tion we simply need to find the most general function on coloured loop
graphs satisfying (20). Given a loop graph G and a vertex v of G, let S[v]
be the multiset of colours of loops at v. For a multiset T of colours, let
xT=>i # T xi and define yT similarly. For the following lemma we again do
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not need the full assumption (12). However, we do need to assume that for
some colour &$ the coefficient x&$ is invertible. We call this colour &$ as
before.
Lemma 8. Suppose that x&$ is invertible in R, and let ,: Gl  R be any
map from the set of all loop graphs to R. Then , satisfies (20) if and only
if there exist constants ti1, i2, ..., in # R such that
1. ti1, i2, ..., in is independent of the order of the indices i1 , i2 , ..., in ,
2. if G is a graph with vertex set [n] then
,(G)= t |T1|, |T2|, ..., |Tn| ‘
i=n
i=1
xTi yS[i]Ti , (21)
where the summation runs over all (T1 , T2 , ..., Tn) with Ti S[i].
Proof. It is a simple check that any function satisfying (21) for sym-
metric t is an invariant satisfying (20).
Suppose then that , satisfies (20). Since x&$ is invertible, it is easy to
check by induction on i1+i2+ } } } +in that there are unique elements
ti1, i2, ..., in # R such that (21) is satisfied for all loop graphs G in which every
edge has colour &$. As , is an isomorphism invariant, these values are sym-
metric in i1 , i2 , ..., in .
Let 8(G)= t |T1|, |T2|, ..., |Tn| >
i=n
i=n xTi yS[i]Ti , so that we are required
to prove that ,(G)=8(G) for every coloured loop graph G. Let l(G) be the
number of loops of G, and let l $(G) be the number of those loops that are
not coloured &$.
Let G be a graph with ,(G){8(G), with l(G)+l $(G) minimal. Then G
has a loop which is not coloured &$. Let us suppose that there is a loop e
at a vertex x which has colour *{&$. Let H be the graph G&e. Then (20)
gives that
x&$,(G)+ y&$x*,(H)=x* ,(H+&$ xx)+ y* x&$,(H).
As noted above, it is easy to see that 8 satisfies (20), so we also have
x&$8(G)+ y&$ x*8(H)=x* 8(H+&$ xx)+ y*x&$8(H).
Now all the graphs appearing above apart from G have lower values of
l+l $, so by induction , and 8 coincide on these graphs. Subtracting the
equations above thus shows that x&$,(G)&x&$ 8(G)=0. Since x&$ is inver-
tible, this gives ,(G)=8(G), completing the proof by induction. K
The above result allows us to describe in polynomial form a universal
coloured V-function Zc from which all other coloured V-functions can be
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obtained by composition with a suitable ring homomorphism. Indeed we
can define Zc on coloured loop graphs by (21), where the t’s, x’s, and y’s
are independent indeterminates (subject to the symmetry condition). By
Lemmas 7 and 8 we can extend Zc to all coloured graphs using (11) for
ordinary edges and bridges. Also, by Theorem 6, any connected coloured
graph invariant satisfying (11) only for ordinary edges can also be obtained
from Zc .
The above description of Zc is only fully explicit for loop graphs. In the
next section we turn to an explicit description of Z on all uncoloured
graphs. The same method can be applied to Zc .
5. SPANNING FOREST EXPANSION
In [16], the universal V-function Z is defined by means of a subgraph
expansion: Z(G; x0 , x1 , ...) is the sum over all 2e(G) spanning subgraphs of
H of >i xn(Hi) , where the product is over the components H1 of H. (Recall
that n(G) is the nullity of G.) Thus Z(G) takes values in the ring of polyno-
mials in Z[x1 , x2 , ...] with no constant term. From the point of view of
V-functions, this ring is considered as an abelian group (denoted A0 in
Sections 2 and 3).
Here we give a different expansion of Z, as a sum over all spanning
forests H of G, i.e., all acyclic graphs H/G with V(H)=V(G). For the
Tutte polynomial T(G; X, Y) there are corresponding expansions: the rank-
generating formulation, as a sum over all subgraphs, and the spanning tree
expansion due to Tutte. The relationship between these expansions for T is
discussed in [5]. This discussion does not apply to Z, however, as only
matroid invariants are considered in [5] and Z is not a matroid invariant.
Let G be a graph and O an order on the edges of G. Let F be a spanning
forest of G with components F1 , ..., Ff . We say that e is active with respect
to F if e  E(F ), e joins two vertices in the same component Fi of F, and e
is the first edge in the unique cycle of Fi _ [e], in the order O . In this case
we say that e is an active edge spanned by Fi . Note that a loop is always
active. Given G and O , let Y(G, O ; y0 , y1 , ...) be the sum over all spanning
forests F of G of >i ys(Fi) , where the product runs over all components
Fi of F, and s(Fi)=s(Fi , F, G, O ) is the number of active edges spanned
by F i .
Theorem 9. The function Y(G, O ) is independent of the order O .
Furthermore, setting yi= ij=0 (
i
j) xj , we have
Y(G, O ; y0 , y1 , ...)=Z(G; x0 , x1 , ...) (22)
for every graph G and order O .
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Proof. We prove the second statement by induction on the number of
edges of G which are not loops. The first statement will then follow.
If all edges of G are loops, G has only one spanning forest. Each compo-
nent Fi is a vertex, and the active edges spanned by F i are just the loops
in G incident to this vertex. Thus Y(G, O ; y0 , y1 , ...)=>i yn(Gi) , where the
product is over the components Gi of G. It is easy to see that with yi as
above, this coincides with Z(G).
If G has edges which are not loops, let e be the last such edge in the
order O . Then e is never active. Also, the spanning forests of G containing
e correspond to the spanning forests of Ge, while those not containing e
correspond to the spanning forests of G&e. As e is the last edge, these
correspondences preserve activity, and we have Y(G, O )=Y(Ge, O )+
Y(G&e, O ). As Z(G)=Z(Ge)+Z(G&e), and (22) holds for Ge and
G&e by induction, this completes the proof. K
The above expansion can be thought of as making an explicit choice of
how to calculate Z(G) from the values of Z on loop graphs using the
recurrence relation Z(G)=Z(Ge)+Z(G&e) for non-loops. At each stage,
we apply the relation to the last edge e in the given order which is not a
loop. For each term in the expansion one can read off which edges have
been contracted (the edges of F ), which have been deleted (the inactive
edges of G&F ), which remain as loops (the active edges), and which edge
is in which component of the loop graph obtained (the components are
given by the components of F ). Using all this information it is easy to
generalize the expansion to the universal coloured V-function Zc . We omit
the result since it is easier to derive than to read!
In the next section we consider the general question of which graphs are
distinguished by the Tutte polynomial, or by the related stronger invariants
Z, and the polychromate of Brylawski.
6. GRAPHS NOT DISTINGUISHED BY
CONTRACTION-DELETION INVARIANTS
In this section we shall give simple examples of highly connected, non-
isomorphic graphs with the same value of Z and thus with the same Tutte
polynomial. The general question of when non-isomorphic graphs have the
same Tutte polynomial, or chromatic polynomial, has been considered
before. For results on the chromatic polynomial, which we shall not con-
sider here, see, e.g., [3, 8, 9]. For the Tutte polynomial, one kind of result
is to show that there exist non-isomorphic graphs with certain properties
having the same Tutte polynomial.
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The trivial first step in this direction is the observation that graphs with
the same blocks have the same Tutte polynomial. In fact, slightly more is true,
namely that any pair of 2-isomorphic graphs have the same Tutte polynomial.
This is a consequence of the fact that the Tutte polynomial of a graph G
depends only on the cycle matroid of G. This led to the conjecture
(mentioned in [18]) that any two graphs with the same Tutte polynomial
must have the same cycle matroid. According to Tutte, this conjecture,
stated in terms of Whitney numbers (see [20]), was disproved by M. C. Gray
in the 1930s.
Since the examples above are at most 2-connected, the next natural ques-
tion one can ask is whether one can find non-isomorphic k-connected
graphs with the same Tutte polynomial for any, or indeed all, k3. In
1974, Tutte [18] found examples for k5 and asked whether examples
could be found for k6. The same question was asked by Negami [10] in
1987 for the Negami polynomial, but, as noted by Oxley [12], the Negami
and Tutte polynomials are equivalent.
Returning to general contraction-deletion invariants, we have already
remarked that Z distinguishes graphs not distinguished by the Tutte poly-
nomial. Nevertheless, even this rather general invariant is insensitive to
which vertex a pendant edge is attached to. It thus makes sense to ask
whether there are highly connected graphs which are not distinguished by Z.
In 1981, Brylawski [2] answered Tutte’s question by proving the exist-
ence of non-isomorphic graphs of arbitrarily high connectivity, with the
same Tutte polynomial. Our next result gives a much simpler answer to
this question. In fact, what we prove is stronger, since it shows that the
graphs concerned have the same value of related invariants such as Z. We
also use the result to construct large families of graphs with the same Tutte
polynomial or value of Z.
In the proof of the following result, we shall write [e] for the vertex of
Ge obtained by contracting e # E(G).
Theorem 10. For any k1 there are non-isomorphic k-connected graphs
G(k)1 and G
(k)
2 and edges ei # E(G
(k)
i ) such that G
(k)




In particular, there are non-isomorphic k-connected graphs not dis-
tinguished by Z.
Proof. Note that the first assertion of the theorem implies that
(G (k)1 )=(G
(k)
2 ) for any graph invariant  whose value on a graph G with
an ordinary edge e can be calculated from (Ge) and (G&e) in any way.
Since this implies the second assertion above, it suffices to prove the first
assertion.
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We shall say that two connected graphs G1 , G2 are twins if there are
edges e1 # E(G1) and e2 # E(G2) such that G1&e1 $G2&e2 and there is an
isomorphism from G1 e1 to G2 e2 mapping the vertex [e1] to the vertex
[e2].
Our proof is based on the observation that there exist non-isomorphic
twins G1 , G2 . For example, we may take the graphs below as G1 and G2 ,
and the dashed edges as e1 and e2 .
The existence of non-isomorphic twins implies the k=1 case of the
theorem. In fact, the entre result follows immediatelytake G (k)i to be the
disjoint union of Gi and Kk&1 , together with all edges between these two
subgraphs. K
Note that while the graphs G, G$ considered by Brylawski [2] are non-
isomorphic twins, he neither uses nor mentions this fact. His proof of the
existence of non-isomorphic, highly connected graphs with the same Tutte
polynomial is based on the polychromate, defined in [2], which is also an
invariant strengthening the Tutte polynomial. However this is very different
from Z, as it is not a contraction-deletion invariant. In particular,
Brylawski’s proof makes essential use of the fact that the polychromate
distinguishes two graphs if and only if it distinguishes their complements.
On the other hand, there are graphs G1 , G2 with Z(G1)=Z(G2) but
Z(Gc1){Z(G
c
2)examples are the two non-isomorphic trees with five
vertices which are not stars. Thus Brylawski’s method of proof does not
apply to Z and the new result above is needed.
Theorem 10 provides a direct proof that there are highly connected
graphs with the same Tutte polynomial and invariant Z. We would like to
go further and consider the following questions: how many pairs of highly
connected, non-isomorphic graphs with the same Tutte polynomial are
there and how big is the largest family of pairwise non-isomorphic, highly
connected graphs, all with the same Tutte polynomial? Note that if we do
not ask for highly connected graphs, we can easily find exponentially large
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families of non-isomorphic graphs on n vertices with the same Tutte poly-
nomialfor example, all trees of order n. The existence of twins gives us
some results of the above kind, stated in the following remarks.
Remark 1. For any k0 we can use twins G1 and G2 to produce many
pairs of non-isomorphic k-connected graphs with the same Tutte polyno-
mial, in the following way. Let H be any k-connected graph and S a subset
of V(H) with |S|k. Let G (k)i be formed from the disjoint union of Gi and
H, by joining all vertices of Gi to all vertices of S. Then G (k)1 and G
(k)
2 are
non-isomorphic and k-connected and have the same value of Z and hence
the same Tutte polynomial.
Remark 2. If we take the graph H above to be a random graph where
edges are selected independently with probability 12 , then the graphs G
(k)
i
obtained are not that far from typical random graphs. In particular, their
common degree sequence looks like that of a random graph. It would be
interesting to know whether most random graphs G are such that there is
a graph G$ not isomorphic to G but having the same Tutte polynomial, or
invariant Z.
Remark 3. Let n be a large multiple of 10. Then we can use the twins
G1 and G2 pictured, which have 10 vertices, to obtain a family of 2n10
highly connected, non-isomorphic graphs, all with the same Tutte polyno-
mial. We start with a highly connected graph H on [1, 2, ..., n10] with tri-
vial automorphism group. The required family is given by taking vertex
disjoint graphs H1 , ..., Hn10 , each isomorphic to either G1 or G2 , and join-
ing x # V(Hi) to y # V(Hj) whenever ij # E(H). From the first remark above,
we see that changing one Hi from G1 to G2 does not affect the Tutte poly-
nomial of the whole graph, so these 2n10 graphs do have the same Tutte
polynomial. Also, the fact that H has trivial automorphism group guaran-
tees that no two of these graphs are isomorphic. It would be interesting to
know whether, for every c>0, we can construct such families consisting of
more then cn graphs on n vertices.
Remark 4. The graphs pictured above contrast with the 2-connected
examples G1 , G2 attributed to M. C. Gray in [18], which have the proper-
ties that G1&e1 $G2&e2 and that G1 e1 $G2e2 , but are not twins. As far
as we can see, this means that these graphs cannot be easily modified to
yield examples with higher connectivity.
Having given several positive results concerning the existence of graphs
with the same Tutte polynomial, we shall finish with two negative ones. We
shall say that two graphs H1 , H2 on the same vertex set are strongly equiv-
alent if, whenever G is a graph with H1 as induced subgraph, the graph G$
formed from G by deleting the edges of H1 and adding those of H2 has the
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same Tutte polynomial as G. As usual, let G(n, 12) be the space of random
graphs on a fixed set of n vertices in which each pair of vertices is joined
independently with probability 12 . Suppose we could find distinct but
strongly equivalent simple graphs H1 and H2 . Then, as when n tends to
infinity almost every random graph G # G(n, 12) contains an induced copy of
H1 , we would expect that almost no random graph is uniquely determined
by its Tutte polynomial. At first it might appear that twins are strongly
equivalent, but this is not the case. By considering multigraphs, we shall
show that there do not exist distinct, strongly equivalent simple graphs.
We shall say that two multigraphs H1 and H2 on the same vertex set are
equal up to loops if H2 can be obtained from H1 by deleting some number
of loops and then adding the same number of loops back again in different
places. Note that when the loops are deleted the graphs must be
equalwhen we delete H1 from a much larger graph and replace it with H2
on the same vertex set we are likely to get a different result whenever H1
and H2 differ, even if they are isomorphic. Of course, multigraphs equal up
to loops are strongly equivalent. As we shall now see, this is the only way
strong equivalence can arise.
Theorem 11. Let (H1 , H2) be a pair of multigraphs on the same vertex
set V, such that H1 and H2 are not equal up to loops. Then H1 and H2 are
not strongly equivalent; i.e., there is a simple graph G, with V/V(G), con-
taining no edges between vertices of V, such that
T(G _ H1){T(G _ H2).
Proof. Suppose not, and let (H1 , H2) be a counterexample with |V|
minimal and with e(H1)+e(H2) minimal for this value of |V|. As (H1 , H2)
is a counterexample, we have that
T(G _ H1)=T(G _ H2), (23)
for any graph G satisfying the conditions given in the theorem.
The number of loops of a multigraph G is the smallest power of Y
appearing in the Tutte polynomial of G. Therefore since H1 and H2 are
strongly equivalent, they have the same number of loops.
Since H1 and H2 are not equal up to loops, there are distinct vertices
x, y # V such that the number of edges between x and y is different in H1
and H2 . Fix a pair [x, y] of such vertices. Then the graphs Hi [x, y] have
different numbers of loops and thus cannot be equal up to loops. Writing
z for the vertex obtained by identifying x and y, we have that the graphs
Hi [x, y] satisfy the conditions of the theorem, with the smaller vertex set
V$=V _ [z]&x& y. From the minimality of (H1 , H2), we thus have that
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there is a simple graph G, with V$/V(G), containing no edges between
vertices of V$, such that
T(G _ (H1 [x, y])){T(G _ (H2 [x, y])). (24)
We construct a graph G$ with V(G$)=V(G)&z _ [x, y] and with the
same number of edges as G as follows: for every edge ab of G not meeting
z, take ab as an edge of G$; for every edge az of G, take ax as an edge of
G$. Then G$ is a simple graph with V/V(G), containing no edges between
vertices of V, and with G$[x, y]=G. From (23), we thus have that
T(G$ _ H1)=T(G$ _ H2). (25)
We now consider two cases according to whether x and y lie in the same
component of H1 or not. Suppose first that they do not. Then H1 clearly
has no edges between x and y. By our choice of x and y, they must then
be adjacent in H2 and hence lie in the same component of H2 . Using the
empty graph on V for G, from (23) we have that T(H1)=T(H2). Now the
rank r(G) of a graph G may be determined from its Tutte polynomial,
so r(H1)=r(H2). Also, again from (23), the graphs Hi+xw+wy, w  V,
have the same Tutte polynomial and hence the same rank. But
r(H1+xw+wy)=r(H1)+2, since x and y lie in different components of
H1 , while r(H2+xw+wy)=r(H2)+1, a contradiction. This shows that x
and y must lie in the same component of H i , for i=1, 2.
Now form G" from G$ by adding a vertex v  V(G$), and setting
G"=G$+xv+vy. Then, from (23), we have that
T(G" _ H1)=T(G" _ H2). (26)
We now have enough information to deduce a contradiction, using the
recurrence relations (1) obeyed by the Tutte polynomial. Since xv is an
ordinary edge of G" _ Hi , for each i, and since G"xv$G$+xy, we have
that
T(G" _ Hi)=T(G$ _ Hi+vy)+T(G$ _ Hi+xy)
=XT(G$ _ Hi)+T(G$ _ Hi+xy).
Also, xy is an ordinary edge of G$ _ Hi+xy, so we have
T(G$ _ Hi+xy)=T(G$ _ Hi)+T((G$ _ Hi)[x, y]).
Combining these two equations shows that
T(G" _ Hi)=(X+1) T(G$ _ Hi)+T((G$ _ Hi)[x, y]).
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However, combined with (25) and (26), this implies that
T((G$ _ H1)[x, y])=T((G$ _ H2)[x, y]). (27)
Now (G$ _ Hi) [x, y] = (G$[x, y]) _ (Hi[x, y]) = G _ (Hi[x, y]).
Combining this with (27) contradicts (24), completing the proof of the
theorem. K
The above result shows that there is no local way of modifying a graph
G1 to obtain a non-isomorphic graph G2 with T(G1)=T(G2), other than
removing loops and re-attaching them in different places. It is natural to
ask whether we can prove a similar result for the chromatic polynomial
p(G), this time considering only simple graphs. Despite the fact that the
chromatic polynomial is a much weaker invariant than the Tutte polyno-
mial, this result turns out to be easier to prove than Theorem 11. In the
proof, the main property of the chromatic polynomial that we shall use is
that
p(G)= p(G&e)& p(Ge) (28)
for any edge e of a multigraph G.
Theorem 12. Let (H1 , H2) be a pair of simple graphs on the same ver-
tex set V, with H1 {H2 . Then there is a simple graph G, with V/V(G),
containing no edges between vertices of V, such that
p(G _ H1){ p(G _ H2).
Proof. Suppose not and let (H1 , H2) be a counterexample. Since H1 {
H2 , there are distinct vertices x, y # V adjacent in H1 , say, but not in H2 .
As before we take a vertex v  V and consider the graphs H i+xv+vy. As




Applying (28) to the edge vy of Hi+xv+vy, we have that p(Hi+xv+
vy)=p(Hi+xv)&p(Hi+xy). Combined with (29) and (30), this implies
that p(H1+xy)= p(H2+xy). Now x and y are adjacent in H1 , so
p(H1+xy)= p(H1)= p(H2). Thus, p(H2+xy)= p(H2). Since x and y are
not adjacent in H2 , this is a contradiction, completing the proof. K
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In this section we have considered the question of constructing non-
isomorphic graphs with the same Tutte polynomial. In light of the two
negative results above, we would like to make the following two conjec-
tures concerning random graphs.
Conjecture 1. Almost every graph G # G(n, 12) is such that T(G$)=T(G)
implies G$ G.
Conjecture 2. Almost every graph G # G(n, 12) is such that p(G$)=p(G)
implies G$ G.
Note that the second conjecture is much stronger than the first. Instead
of Conjecture 1, one could ask the same question for a stronger invariant
such as Z or the polychromate of [2]. We state the conjecture for the
Tutte polynomial as it has been studied much more. We do not have much
evidence for the above conjectures, although Theorems 11 and 12 show
that the simplest approach to disproving them fails. Indeed, for the general
question of finding large families of graphs uniquely determined by the
Tutte polynomial, there seems to have been little progress.
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